OP0110
05/20/2020
Job Title: Maintenance Technician
Department: DO5200
Reports To: Maintenance Manger

Shift:
Location: Statesville
FLSA Status: Hourly

Position Purpose
Repair machinery as required and actively participate in maintenance, failure avoidance, failure elimination and continuous
improvement maintenance functions. CMRT, CMRE a PLUS � Other Reliability Training a PLUS

Essential Duties & Responsibilities
Performs all tasks in a safe manner, wearing required PPE and following all safety regulations.
Know and understand all Safety rules and guidelines to ensure work is performed safely
Review work orders with resource as they are received, ask for clarification and confer with the requestor for additional
clarification when needed.
Originate and process emergency work orders when necessary.
Have a clear understanding of and strictly comply with Lock Out Tag Out policy
Use computer system to find needed parts for repairs
Maintain written documentation of work performed.
Complete PM�s as required both safely and procedurally.
Troubleshoot an inoperable machine or piece of equipment. Work may involve installing, servicing, replacing, and/or repairing
any machine or equipment plant-wide, with or without schematics. Exact skills will be based on competencies known and
properly trained in.
Electrical � Troubleshoot and repair distribution equipment, such as transformers, motors, breakers; locate areas of
electrical trouble using by using proper test equipment; replace generators, motors, and controllers; test, energize, and repair
different types of circuits; and ability to test, trouble shoot, change and program PLC�s or drives.
Mechanics � Complete line walks; scheduled preventive maintenance; conduct major overhauls including changing or
repairing large pieces of equipment; and assist operations in processing as in Die removal, Die Repair and Die installation.
Calibrate different instrument types (Pressure/Temperature Controllers).
Operate basic and advanced shop tools as required to maintain or repair equipment.
General cleaning to maintain clean work areas.
Shift to shift communication and with the rest of the maintenance or operational team.
Ability to work any shift as needed
Trained of rigging and hoists.
Works overtime as needed
Other duties as assigned

Knowledge / Skills / Abilities
Willingness and ability to train on new technology.
Reads drawings, prints & sketches
Strong analytical and problem-solving skills.
Ability to prioritize and effectively utilize available resources.
Train others as needed
Ability to interact with digital and basic computerized record & control systems.
Ability to follow written and verbal instructions.
Ability to read electrical indicators and laboratory equipment indicators.

Qualifications / Prior Experience

Work Environment / Other Requirements
Ability to stand and walk 12 hours or more a day on concrete, solid metal or corrugated metal surfaces to perform production
duties.
Employee must be able to work rotating 12-hour shifts.
Ability to sit while entering data into computers, reviewing data, completing reports, etc.
Ability to push a wheeled cart filled with scrap, weighing up to 400 lbs., through manufacturing area
Employee must be able to climb, bend, stoop and crawl.
Employee must be able to lift up to 50 pounds repeatedly.
Required to frequently ascend and descend up to three flights of stairs.
Area may or may not be air conditioned or heated and may be humid and hot or cold depending on seasonal conditions.
Exposure to hot and/or abrasive surfaces.
Required to be in tight spaces on occasion and to heights daily.
Possible exposure to noise levels over 90 decibels for 12 hours at certain locations.
Moving machinery or moving objects on production floor.
Floor surfaces slippery at times.
Exposure to chemicals which may cause eye or skin irritation and/or burns, and irritation to respiratory system.
Exposure to static electricity on occasion.
Exposure to and use of sharp implements at times.
Exposure to outside elements on occasion.

